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Agenda
- Introduction to the UFO Sightings Data

- Initial Cleaning Data 

1. Prediction of countries from longitude / latitude (Markus)

2. Prediction of season from the duration in sec (Angeliki)

3. Textual analysis of the comments (Lenka)
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UFO Sightings Data
Data from Kaggle  https://www.kaggle.com/NUFORC/ufo-sightings

● CSV file containing ~80.000 rows of data loaded into a Pandas DataFrame.

● 11 features:
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Initial cleaning
● Stripped of weird characters and made 

duration (sec) and latitude to floats.

● Time duration to sec (already pre-done)

● Cities () -> new countries

○ Only a few countries in Country - in %:

○ Countries often mention in () in city

○ Retrieved new countries from city
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Map of longitude and latitude
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Completing the dataset - Countries
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Filling out the blanks

Classification

- Train/Test set 

- Simplest solution → SKLearn ≈ 92 %

- 89 % USA, Continents 
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Databases of Map Coordinates and Countries
Google API

- Google Earth, Google Static Maps

- Online database → SLOW

- Restricted Access 

Import reverse_geocode

- Offline database → FASTER

- 120,000 cities

- Country, City and Coordinate
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Reverse_geocode

- k-Dimensional Tree

- Train/Test set → NaN

- 97.9 %

- Errors → spelling mistakes vs border areas
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Reverse_geocode

- k-Dimensional Tree

- Train/Test set → NaN

- 97.9 %

- Errors → spelling mistakes vs border areas
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Can we predict the duration of sightings?

Steps covered:

1. Import the Data

2. Clean up and transform the Data

3. Visualize Data

4. Split training set and test set 

5. Fine tune Algorithms (SGDClassifier,AdaBoostClassifier,RandomForestClassifier)

6. Compare accuracy scores

7. End up with the best prediction model
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Change variables ufo_date

Ug

Add season column to ufo_date                    Add hemisphere column to ufo_date
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Percentage of UFO sightings in dependence of season and hemisphere
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How many seconds was sighted?
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● Encode variables

● Set train and test set

● Algorithms: AdaBoostClassifier , SGDClassifier, RandomForestClassifier
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● AdaBoostClassifier

● SGDClassifier

● RandomForestClassifier 
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Evaluation of ML performance
AdaBoostClassifier:

● Medium accuracy score , slowest

● Each successive tree uses residuals of the previous tree

SGDClassifier:

● Lowest accuracy score

● Requires a number of hyperparameters

RandomForestClassifier:

● Best accuracy score, fastest

● Ensemble of many trees

● Strong predictive power
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Textual analysis of Comments 
Bag of words

- Cleaning data, removing digits, non-letters, unicode 

- Stemming, spellcheck, removing stop words

Count Vectorizer -> Matrix
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Large...beautiful...a
nd brighter than 
anything I’ve ever 
seen....How small I 
have felt since....

Flying beer 
barrel shaped 
metallic object



Stemming and autocorrect
Stemming streamlines the different grammartic ways a word can 

be spelled.

NLTK library (Natural Language ToolKit), PorterStemmer module

(different stemming modules exist)

Autocorrect Library, Spell module
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Removing stop words 
Stopwords are common words such as “the”, “a”, an”, “in” 

Frequent words with little value

NLTK Corpus package
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Textual analysis of description - Shape Classification
Classification from the words in comments: Possible to predict shape?
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WordCloud from words (1000 most frequent from corpus) 
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Before 
stemming 
and 
spellcheck 

After 
stemming 
etc



Example and results
X: Bag of words.toArray

Y: Shapes

Tried classification algorithms: 

(accuracy average of 10 runs)

- Guassian Naive Bayes: 

Accuracy ~ 0.03 

- Random Forest Classifier: 

Accuracy ~0.42 (most accurate)

- AdaBoostClassifier: 

Accuracy ~0.24 (slowest)
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Reflection on results comments vs. shape
Comments are probably not the best prediction parameters for shape …

● Why does Random Forest give the best results?

○ Parallel algorithm - trains all (random chosen) subsets/Decision Trees at the same time. 

○ Uses best guess for each DT as a “total vote”

● Why is Naive Bayes so much worse?

○ Works best when classes are clearly separable - in this case, maybe not so much.

● Why is AdaBoost the slowest? 

○ Sequential algorithms, that learns from the previous step. 

○ Why not better than random forest? Not a clear connection between comment and shape. 
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Word2Vec
- Different models for word embedding in NLP

- Word list -> Vectors with lower dimension than Bag of Words

- Retains semantic meaning / context

- Can compute similar words and group related
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Doc2Vec
- Can group related documents by word processing

- Group sightings? (future work)


